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leather cover 
materials



Accents
(texture & more texture.

no imprinting/indentations)

Hot looks for unforgettable albums.  
Textures & amazing finishes in a 

palette that is the center attraction.  
Albums that stand out and demand 

attention – Accents get the action 
you’re looking for.  You gotta’ love 
this stuff – it’s just totally unique.

Our Accent materials are top grain, 
protected aniline leather that has 

been dyed for color and embossed 
to simulate various textures (such 

as ostrich, lizard and alligator) then 
hand finished to an “aged” appeal.  

Each leather is clear coated for 
protection then finished with a 

highly durable topcoat.  Due to the 
unique hand processing involved 

with creating the depth and pattern 
of these leathers, expect color 

variations from swatch to hide as 
well as some natural markings 

that cannot be hidden during the 
embossing process.



All That 
Jazz

(artisan leathers - 
expect variations from 

batch to batch)

Move into the avant garde.  Great 
finishes and subtle qualities that 

remind us of the best clubs we have 
been in.  Smokey cigar aromas, dark 

rhythmic tones, pounding beats and 
a good drink of your choice.  That’s 

All That Jazz and more.

Our All That Jazz materials are an 
unforgettable rendition of a hand-

wiped leather, it has a smooth, soft 
hand that adds to it’s aged look 

and mystique.  Each hide is hand-
crafted by a skilled craftsman using 

an exclusive process of hand layering 
stains and finishes to create unique 
effects and antiqued aging.  Hides 

will exhibit both color variations 
and variations to the surface texture 

that may differ considerably from 
swatches represented here.  These 

variations are the result of each 
craftsman’s unique style.  Some hides 

may also contain natural healed 
scars, belly wrinkles or scratches that 

simply add character to their “aged” 
appearance.



Basics
(tried, true & consistent)

Every color selection needs a few 
good Basics but there is little that is 
basic about these traditional colors.  

Ours are great quality leather with 
true, saturated tones.  Basic with a 

bang.

Our Basic materials are not like the 
typical top grain protected leathers 
you see on the market.  Our Basics 
have a consistent hand that makes 
them stand out.  Each hide is dyed 

for color and then applied with a 
topcoat that adds color consistency 

and durability.  Basics are soft and 
supple yet will wear consistently and 

stand up to a lifetime of use.  Like 
all top grain leathers, expect and 

appreciate the natural variations and 
occasional imperfections.



Fragments
(patterned textures.

no imprinting/indentations)

Patterns, the latest incarnation of 
leather – from an antique look to a 
sensual touch – these leathers are 
the most distinctive we have ever 

seen.  

Our Fragments materials are top 
grain leathers that have been 

dyed for color and embossed to 
simulate various textures then 

hand finished.  Each leather is clear 
coated for protection then finished 
with a highly durable topcoat.  Due 

to the unique hand processing 
involved with creating the depth 

and pattern of these leathers, expect 
color variations from swatch to hide 

as well as some natural markings 
that cannot be hidden during the 

embossing process.



Tricycle
Alley

(bold, consistent color
for any age)

Perfect colors for kids, babies and 
anyone who wants to feel like a kid 

in adult clothes.  Perfect pinks, great 
blues – nothing baby about them, 

just really nice hues.

Our Tricycle Alley materials are fine, 
top grain European leather with a 

finish that gives it a timeless appeal.  
These hides are dyed for color and 

a wax is added to give it a luxurious 
appearance.  A clear, water-based 
topcoat is then added to give the 
leather a softer luster.  The supple 

hand of these leathers only get 
better with use.  Nature’s markings 

may be apparent throughout the 
hide and should be appreciated.



Urban
Legends

(suedes & patents.
no imprinting/indentations)

What becomes a legend the most?  
In the Urban Legends collection 

it’s all about finish.  From the glass 
smooth surface of real patent leather 
to the soft nape of genuine suede – 

this city is in tactile overload.

Our Urban Legends materials are 
superbly tactile creatures.  Our 

patent leather is lux and glossy, 
making it a hot looking fashion 

accent.  Our suede is lush and deep 
and sensuously invites you to draw 

patterns with your fingers.



non-leather
cover materials



Addiction
(You can’t live without ‘em.

no imprinting/indentations)

Just one taste of these tempting 
textiles and you’ll be hooked.  A 

melange of textures and hues to fix 
any craving.  Silk, mohair and linen.  

Go ahead, get addicted.

Our Addiction materials are sought 
out for their classic beauty, color and 

texture.  These book cloths are all 
paper backed for glue application 
which aids in the binding process.  
Due to the nature of most natural 

fabrics and dyes, variations in color 
may occur from dye lot to dye lot.



Brocades
(elegant, silk bookcloths.

no imprinting/indentations)

Fine silk brocades in beautiful 
patterns with a lovely texture, 

delicate and feminine, the Brocade’s 
soft palette gives books a completely 

different look and feel.

Our Brocade materials are extremely 
popular for their beauty, color and 

texture.  These book cloths are all 
paper backed for glue application 
which aids in the binding process.  
Due to the nature of most natural 

fabrics and dyes, variations in color 
may occur from dye lot to dye lot.



Eclectic
Looks

(Some texture, some funky.
no imprinting/indentations)

Sometimes you find a few materials 
& colors you love but a little will go 

a long way.  Here’s a few different 
textures, from patent to snake to 

funky – it’s Eclectic!

Our Eclectic Look materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux leathers.  They contain 
no volatile compounds that can 

be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

leather has a supple leather-like 
touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Garbo
(a little bit suede.

no imprinting/indentations)

Elegant colors with a soft nap and 
very suede-like feel.  Rich looking, 

great to the touch yet very durable.

Our Garbo materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, man-

made, faux suede leathers.  This 
revolutionary faux suede leather 

has a supple suede-like touch 
with exceptional strength and 
performance for superior wear 

resistance and colorfastness.



Happy 
Cow

(they know it’s not real 
leather but can you tell?)

Environmentally friendly, man-made 
materials offer bright colors and a 

light sheen to the finish.  Fabulous 
fakes are fun and funky.

Our Happy Cow materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux leathers.  They contain 
no volatile compounds that can 

be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

leather has a supple leather-like 
touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Haute
Colour

(a zig, a zag & a subtle stripe.
no imprinting/indentations)

Rich and loaded with high style, 
these silks are definitely elegant.  

Subtle toned stripes have the look of 
a fine designer garment, without the 

expense.

Our Haute Colour materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux fabric leathers.  They 
contain no volatile compounds that 

can be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

leather has a supple leather-like 
touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Middle
Earth

(Tolkien’s pet ostrich.
no imprinting/indentations)

Middle Earth textures add impact to 
your album covers.  These tone-on-
tone looks have depth and create a 

natural look.

Our Middle Earth materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux ostrich leathers.  They 
contain no volatile compounds that 

can be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

ostrich leather has a supple leather-
like touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Midtown
(silks & linens.

no imprinting/indentations)

From Central Park to the Garment 
District, fabulous fashion starts 

here.  Fine silks and linens bring a 
new level of sophistication to your 
albums.  Achieve chic classic looks 

with these elegant fabrics.

Our Midtown materials are sought 
out for their classic beauty, color and 

texture.  These book cloths are all 
paper backed for glue application 
which aids in the binding process.  
Due to the nature of most natural 

fabrics and dyes, variations in color 
may occur from dye lot to dye lot.



Paraphernalia
(big & bold patterns.

no imprinting/indentations)

Fabulous fabrics from some of the 
hippest textile mills around.  You sure 

won’t find these on albums but you 
might see them in designer show 

rooms.

Our Paraphernalia materials 
are heavy duty textiles that are 

extremely abrasion resistant.  These 
materials are so sturdy that they can 

be used on whole albums without 
the need for a leather spine.



imprinting
Some materials we offer will allow cover imprinting for those wanting to display a more 
classic and traditional look, however, make sure you are selecting an appropriate material if 
you want cover imprinting.

Type Set Imprinting is limited to 30 characters per line.  Not all fonts and sizes will work 
on all album sizes as all imprinting must have a half inch to either side of the imprint as a 
safety margin. Select your font style and size carefully depending on your album size.

Custom Die Imprinting can be used for imprinting on the cover of select cover designs. 
The size of the die can be no larger than 2x4 inches and must be alligned the same direction 
as the stripe.  Custom imprinting dies can be used on plain cover designs and stripes 
(providing an appropriate cover material that allows imprinting is chosen).



available fonts and sizes
(screen size varies from actual size)

foil colors

black copper gold

white or clearsilverred

imprinting locations

LRC - lower right corner 
This means that your type set imprinting will appear in the lower right 
hand corner of the cover at least 1 inch from the bottom or side edges.

VRC - vertical centered right 
This means that your type set imprinting will appear centered along the 
right side of the cover. The type will run vertically along the edge of the 
album at least 1 inch from the cover edge.

VC - visual center
Visually centered, type set imprinting or custom dies are
centered slightly above the mid-point of the cover. If there is a cover 
stripe in the design, the visual center will be centered within the largest 
part of the main cover material.

CS - centered on stripe
This means that a custom die can be centered on the stripe accent of 
the design. The die MUST remain fully within the accent stripe. All de-
signs must be orientated correctly.

- All cover designs are subject to change without notice -



cover 
designs



S1 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC
-VC

-VC

S2 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

S3 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

S36 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

S5 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

SMMG SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
none  none

S113 SIZES: L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
 none  none

S18 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VC

-CS

S105 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S109 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe



S14 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC
-VC

-VC

S126 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC none

S127 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S24 SIZES: L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S86 SIZES: L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S20 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-VRC -CS

S21 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
 none  none

S22 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
 none  none

S15 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC
-VC

-VC

S16 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-VC -VC

-CS

LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe



LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe

F1 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VRC -CS

F2 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F47 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F8 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-LRC -CS

F7 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VRC
-VC

-VC
-CS

F9 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VC -VC

-CS

F21 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F53 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

FMMG IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none



LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe

F5 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-LRC
-VC

-VC

F11 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F50 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VC -CS

F67 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-LRC -CS

F4 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none
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leather cover 
materials



Accents
(texture & more texture.

no imprinting/indentations)

Hot looks for unforgettable albums.  
Textures & amazing finishes in a 

palette that is the center attraction.  
Albums that stand out and demand 

attention – Accents get the action 
you’re looking for.  You gotta’ love 
this stuff – it’s just totally unique.

Our Accent materials are top grain, 
protected aniline leather that has 

been dyed for color and embossed 
to simulate various textures (such 

as ostrich, lizard and alligator) then 
hand finished to an “aged” appeal.  

Each leather is clear coated for 
protection then finished with a 

highly durable topcoat.  Due to the 
unique hand processing involved 

with creating the depth and pattern 
of these leathers, expect color 

variations from swatch to hide as 
well as some natural markings 

that cannot be hidden during the 
embossing process.



All That 
Jazz

(artisan leathers - 
expect variations from 

batch to batch)

Move into the avant garde.  Great 
finishes and subtle qualities that 

remind us of the best clubs we have 
been in.  Smokey cigar aromas, dark 

rhythmic tones, pounding beats and 
a good drink of your choice.  That’s 

All That Jazz and more.

Our All That Jazz materials are an 
unforgettable rendition of a hand-

wiped leather, it has a smooth, soft 
hand that adds to it’s aged look 

and mystique.  Each hide is hand-
crafted by a skilled craftsman using 

an exclusive process of hand layering 
stains and finishes to create unique 
effects and antiqued aging.  Hides 

will exhibit both color variations 
and variations to the surface texture 

that may differ considerably from 
swatches represented here.  These 

variations are the result of each 
craftsman’s unique style.  Some hides 

may also contain natural healed 
scars, belly wrinkles or scratches that 

simply add character to their “aged” 
appearance.



Basics
(tried, true & consistent)

Every color selection needs a few 
good Basics but there is little that is 
basic about these traditional colors.  

Ours are great quality leather with 
true, saturated tones.  Basic with a 

bang.

Our Basic materials are not like the 
typical top grain protected leathers 
you see on the market.  Our Basics 
have a consistent hand that makes 
them stand out.  Each hide is dyed 

for color and then applied with a 
topcoat that adds color consistency 

and durability.  Basics are soft and 
supple yet will wear consistently and 

stand up to a lifetime of use.  Like 
all top grain leathers, expect and 

appreciate the natural variations and 
occasional imperfections.



Fragments
(patterned textures.

no imprinting/indentations)

Patterns, the latest incarnation of 
leather – from an antique look to a 
sensual touch – these leathers are 
the most distinctive we have ever 

seen.  

Our Fragments materials are top 
grain leathers that have been 

dyed for color and embossed to 
simulate various textures then 

hand finished.  Each leather is clear 
coated for protection then finished 
with a highly durable topcoat.  Due 

to the unique hand processing 
involved with creating the depth 

and pattern of these leathers, expect 
color variations from swatch to hide 

as well as some natural markings 
that cannot be hidden during the 

embossing process.



Tricycle
Alley

(bold, consistent color
for any age)

Perfect colors for kids, babies and 
anyone who wants to feel like a kid 

in adult clothes.  Perfect pinks, great 
blues – nothing baby about them, 

just really nice hues.

Our Tricycle Alley materials are fine, 
top grain European leather with a 

finish that gives it a timeless appeal.  
These hides are dyed for color and 

a wax is added to give it a luxurious 
appearance.  A clear, water-based 
topcoat is then added to give the 
leather a softer luster.  The supple 

hand of these leathers only get 
better with use.  Nature’s markings 

may be apparent throughout the 
hide and should be appreciated.



Urban
Legends

(suedes & patents.
no imprinting/indentations)

What becomes a legend the most?  
In the Urban Legends collection 

it’s all about finish.  From the glass 
smooth surface of real patent leather 
to the soft nape of genuine suede – 

this city is in tactile overload.

Our Urban Legends materials are 
superbly tactile creatures.  Our 

patent leather is lux and glossy, 
making it a hot looking fashion 

accent.  Our suede is lush and deep 
and sensuously invites you to draw 

patterns with your fingers.



non-leather
cover materials



Addiction
(You can’t live without ‘em.

no imprinting/indentations)

Just one taste of these tempting 
textiles and you’ll be hooked.  A 

melange of textures and hues to fix 
any craving.  Silk, mohair and linen.  

Go ahead, get addicted.

Our Addiction materials are sought 
out for their classic beauty, color and 

texture.  These book cloths are all 
paper backed for glue application 
which aids in the binding process.  
Due to the nature of most natural 

fabrics and dyes, variations in color 
may occur from dye lot to dye lot.



Brocades
(elegant, silk bookcloths.

no imprinting/indentations)

Fine silk brocades in beautiful 
patterns with a lovely texture, 

delicate and feminine, the Brocade’s 
soft palette gives books a completely 

different look and feel.

Our Brocade materials are extremely 
popular for their beauty, color and 

texture.  These book cloths are all 
paper backed for glue application 
which aids in the binding process.  
Due to the nature of most natural 

fabrics and dyes, variations in color 
may occur from dye lot to dye lot.



Eclectic
Looks

(Some texture, some funky.
no imprinting/indentations)

Sometimes you find a few materials 
& colors you love but a little will go 

a long way.  Here’s a few different 
textures, from patent to snake to 

funky – it’s Eclectic!

Our Eclectic Look materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux leathers.  They contain 
no volatile compounds that can 

be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

leather has a supple leather-like 
touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Garbo
(a little bit suede.

no imprinting/indentations)

Elegant colors with a soft nap and 
very suede-like feel.  Rich looking, 

great to the touch yet very durable.

Our Garbo materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, man-

made, faux suede leathers.  This 
revolutionary faux suede leather 

has a supple suede-like touch 
with exceptional strength and 
performance for superior wear 

resistance and colorfastness.



Happy 
Cow

(they know it’s not real 
leather but can you tell?)

Environmentally friendly, man-made 
materials offer bright colors and a 

light sheen to the finish.  Fabulous 
fakes are fun and funky.

Our Happy Cow materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux leathers.  They contain 
no volatile compounds that can 

be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

leather has a supple leather-like 
touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Haute
Colour

(a zig, a zag & a subtle stripe.
no imprinting/indentations)

Rich and loaded with high style, 
these silks are definitely elegant.  

Subtle toned stripes have the look of 
a fine designer garment, without the 

expense.

Our Haute Colour materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux fabric leathers.  They 
contain no volatile compounds that 

can be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

leather has a supple leather-like 
touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Middle
Earth

(Tolkien’s pet ostrich.
no imprinting/indentations)

Middle Earth textures add impact to 
your album covers.  These tone-on-
tone looks have depth and create a 

natural look.

Our Middle Earth materials are 
revolutionary, nature-friendly, PVC 

free, faux ostrich leathers.  They 
contain no volatile compounds that 

can be found in other vinyl-based 
products.  This revolutionary faux 

ostrich leather has a supple leather-
like touch with exceptional strength 

and performance for superior wear 
resistance and colorfastness.



Midtown
(silks & linens.

no imprinting/indentations)

From Central Park to the Garment 
District, fabulous fashion starts 

here.  Fine silks and linens bring a 
new level of sophistication to your 
albums.  Achieve chic classic looks 

with these elegant fabrics.

Our Midtown materials are sought 
out for their classic beauty, color and 

texture.  These book cloths are all 
paper backed for glue application 
which aids in the binding process.  
Due to the nature of most natural 

fabrics and dyes, variations in color 
may occur from dye lot to dye lot.



Paraphernalia
(big & bold patterns.

no imprinting/indentations)

Fabulous fabrics from some of the 
hippest textile mills around.  You sure 

won’t find these on albums but you 
might see them in designer show 

rooms.

Our Paraphernalia materials 
are heavy duty textiles that are 

extremely abrasion resistant.  These 
materials are so sturdy that they can 

be used on whole albums without 
the need for a leather spine.



imprinting
Some materials we offer will allow cover imprinting for those wanting to display a more 
classic and traditional look, however, make sure you are selecting an appropriate material if 
you want cover imprinting.

Type Set Imprinting is limited to 30 characters per line.  Not all fonts and sizes will work 
on all album sizes as all imprinting must have a half inch to either side of the imprint as a 
safety margin. Select your font style and size carefully depending on your album size.

Custom Die Imprinting can be used for imprinting on the cover of select cover designs. 
The size of the die can be no larger than 2x4 inches and must be alligned the same direction 
as the stripe.  Custom imprinting dies can be used on plain cover designs and stripes 
(providing an appropriate cover material that allows imprinting is chosen).



available fonts and sizes
(screen size varies from actual size)

foil colors

black copper gold

white or clearsilverred

imprinting locations

LRC - lower right corner 
This means that your type set imprinting will appear in the lower right 
hand corner of the cover at least 1 inch from the bottom or side edges.

VRC - vertical centered right 
This means that your type set imprinting will appear centered along the 
right side of the cover. The type will run vertically along the edge of the 
album at least 1 inch from the cover edge.

VC - visual center
Visually centered, type set imprinting or custom dies are
centered slightly above the mid-point of the cover. If there is a cover 
stripe in the design, the visual center will be centered within the largest 
part of the main cover material.

CS - centered on stripe
This means that a custom die can be centered on the stripe accent of 
the design. The die MUST remain fully within the accent stripe. All de-
signs must be orientated correctly.

- All cover designs are subject to change without notice -



cover 
designs



S1 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC
-VC

-VC

S2 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

S3 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

S36 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

S5 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC

 none

SMMG SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
none  none

S113 SIZES: L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
 none  none

S18 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VC

-CS

S105 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S109 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe



S14 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC
-VC

-VC

S126 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC none

S127 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S24 SIZES: L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S86 SIZES: L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC  none

S20 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-VRC -CS

S21 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
 none  none

S22 SIZES: M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
 none  none

S15 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-LRC
-VRC
-VC

-VC

S16 SIZES: S,M,L

IMPRINTING OPTIONS

 TYPE SET           FROM DIE
-VC -VC

-CS

LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe



LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe

F1 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VRC -CS

F2 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F47 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F8 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-LRC -CS

F7 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VRC
-VC

-VC
-CS

F9 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VC -VC

-CS

F21 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F53 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

FMMG IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none



LRC - lower right corner                    VRC - vertical centered right                     VC - visual center                    CS - centered on stripe

F5 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-LRC
-VC

-VC

F11 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none

F50 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-VC -CS

F67 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
-LRC -CS

F4 IMPRINTING OPTIONS

  TYPE SET                         FROM DIE
 none  none
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